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The Doppler-free two-photon absorption method performed with a narrowband c w dye 
laser permitted high resolution measurements of transitions from the BaI  ground state 
6s 2 1S o to several highly excited states. The lifetimes and hyperfine splittings of these 
states as well as the isotope shifts of the transitions have been determined accurately. The 
lifetime values are in agreement with transition probability data; the hyperfine splitting 
results show considerable configuration interaction effects. A detailed discussion of the 
isotope shifts is given. 

1. Introduction 

The atomic spectrum of barium has been the subject 
of several investigations in the past. On the one hand 
the interest has focused on the identification of en- 
ergy levels, and even recently new term assignments 
were obtained [1,2]. On the other hand from the 
hyperfine structure of the levels information on elec- 
tromagnetic moments and spins of the atomic nuclei 
can be deduced. Natural barium essentially consists 
of 5 stable isotopes, but more than 20 isotopes have 
lifetimes longer than i s. Investigations of the hyper- 
fine structure have been done on Ba I [3-6] as well as 
on Ba II [7-10]. The stable isotope with largest mass, 
138Ba, has magic neutron number 82 which results in 
a comparatively small nuclear size. The nuclear 
charge radii for a large number of stable and unstable 
isotopes have also been the subject of recent isotope 
shift investigations [5]. 
In contrast to the Ba fine structure, the understand- 
ing of the hyperfine structure is not yet satisfactory 
[11]. It is known only for a few low-lying energy 
levels with moderate accuracy. The aim of this work 
was to determine the hyperflne structure of a larger 
number of levels with high accuracy. For  this purpose 
we applied the Doppler-free two-photon method [12- 
14] which allowed us to reach several high-lying 
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levels using visible laser light. The use of two coun- 
ter-propagating laser beams eliminates the first order 
Doppler-effect and therefore permitted us to obtain 
the high resolution corresponding to the natural 
width of the transitions without the necessity of any 
collimation of the atomic beam. 

2. Experimental 

A scheme of the experimental setup is shown in 
Fig. 1. The barium is evaporated from an oven at 
temperatures between 590 K and 820 K. The oven is 
heated by a Ta foil of 15 gm thickness with currents 
of 30 to 45 A. The heater arrangement is bifilar to 
keep magnetic stray fields caused by the heater cur- 
rent below 1 0 -4 T  in the neighbouring interaction 
region. In the interaction zone the barium atomic 
beam is crossed by two counter-propagating laser 
beams. If a barium atom undergoes a two-photon ab- 
sorption process, it can decay from the excited state 
via several decay channels. For the detection of the 
resonances the ultraviolet decay photons were used 
since they could be well discriminated against laser 
and oven stray light by a color glass filter (Oriel type 
G-774-4000). The fluorescence light to be detected 
leaves the vacuum chamber through a fused silica 
window which is heated to about 570 K to prevent 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup 

deposition of Ba metal. The light is collected from a 
solid angle of 0.03.4~ by a fused silica lens and 
focused onto a bialkali photomultiplier with low dark 
current (type 9635B by EMI). To improve the signal- 
to-noise ratio the photomultiplier was cooled and 
photon counting techniques were employed. Typical 
count rates were 104 s-1 with the laser tuned to the 
peak of the strongest resonance line and 20 s-  ~ with- 
out laser light. 
The laser system used in our experiment was a com- 
mercial c w  dye laser (model 580 A by Spectra-Phys- 
ics). To obtain single frequency output power of up 
to 200 mW several dispersive elements including an 
additional uncoated etalon of 30 gm thickness were 
inserted into the laser cavity. The frequency stability 
of the free-running laser was too poor for high re- 
solution measurements; therefore a frequency stabili- 
zation system was built. For  this purpose a small part 
of the laser output was sent through a confocal 
reference interferometer (Spectra-Physics model 450- 
03): The slope at half height of a transmission peak 
was used as laser frequency discriminator. A fre- 
quency deviation was identified as a change of the 
transmitted intensity; the error signal obtained was 
split by a frequency dividing network into its fast and 
slow components and fed to two piezoelectric mirror 
translators. One of them allowed large but slow 
motions whereas the other one was built for high 
response speed in order to obtain a fast servo system. 
Thus fast laser frequency deviations could also be 
compensated resulting in a small laser bandwidth of 
less than 1 MHz r m s .  

The main output beam of the laser was sent to the 
atomic beam apparatus where it was focused to 
20 gm diameter in the interaction region by a lens 
with 65 mm focal length, it was then focused back 
into itself by a spherical mirror to obtain the counter- 
propagating light beam. In order to protect the laser 
against the returning beam a linear polarizer and a 
45 ~ Faraday polarization rotator were used as light 
trap. 
The laser frequency was tuned by changing the length 
of the reference interferometer piezoelectrically. The 
voltage applied to the spacers was taken for the 
horizontal deflection of an x-y-plotter which re- 
corded the resonance spectra. The calibration of the 
horizontal frequency axis was performed by means of 
a HeNe laser which emitted light in two longitudinal 
modes. The frequency difference of the modes was 
accurately determined by optical heterodyning meth- 
ods and the frequency spectrum of the laser was re- 
corded via the reference interferometer using it as an 
optical spectrum analyzer. Thus the interferometer's 
voltage-to-frequency calibration at the HeNe laser 
wavelength was obtained. This calibration can be 
transferred to other wavelengths by multiplication 
by the wavelength ratio. The uncertainty of this cali- 
bration results mainly from technical problems: The 
length changes of the piezoelectric spacers in the in- 
terferometer do not depend linearly on the electrical 
voltage, there is hysteresis and also considerable drift 
due to ambient temperature and pressure changes. 
Furthermore the piezoelectric sensitivity depends on 
the temperature. In order to compensate for these 
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effects in the experiment, all spectra were recorded 
about 40 times by tuning the laser frequency up and 
down at constant speed. The final frequency values 
were obtained as averages of these runs. In cases 
where a transition line splits into several resolved 
hyperfine components, consistency checks were per- 
formed taking into account the splittings and shifts 
due to magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole in- 
teractions [15]. It was found that the final values 
exhibit consistency within an accuracy of _+0.4~. 
The absolute accuracy of the calibration covering 
also the ambient temperature changes is estimated to 
be about _+ 1.5 ~o. 
Since in a two-photon transition the change of atom- 
ic energy is twice the photon energy, the frequency 
difference of atomic lines is just two times the laser 
frequency detuning. To avoid confusions all atomic 
frequency values given in this paper are related to the 
atomic system. 

3. Results 

In all measurements the initial atomic state was the 
Ba I ground state 6s 2 1S o. By two-photon absorption 
excited states with J'=O or J ' = 2  and with the same 
parity as the ground state can be populated; this is 
complementary to single photon absorption where 
odd parity states with J '= 1 are accessible from the 
Ba I ground state. The transitions to excited states as 
listed in Table 1 were observed and analyzed. The 
energy values and level designations were taken from 
[16] with corrections according to recent results 
1-1, 2-] which were confirmed by our work. 
We have used natural barium for our experiment; the 
resonance lines obtained belong to the most abun- 
dant isotopes a38Ba (71.7~o), 137Ba (11.3~o), 136Ba 
(7.8~), lSSBa (6.6~) and 134Ba (2.4~). For tran- 
sitions to J ' = 0  excited states five unsplit resonances 
corresponding to the five isotopes are expected. It is 
to be noted that also for the odd isotopes no hyper- 
fine splitting is present for the J=0---~J '=0 tran- 
sitions. For transitions to J ' = 2  states the lines cor- 
responding to the odd isotopes 137Ba (I=3/2) and 
~3SBa (I=3/2) each split into four hyperfine com- 
ponents for F '=7/2 ,  5/2, 3/2 and 1/2, so that alto- 
gether eleven lines are expected in these cases. In most 
spectra not all lines can be resolved due to the 
natural linewidth. Figures 2 and 3 show two re- 
latively well resolved transitions to J ' = 0  and J ' = 2  
states. 
In order to analyze the spectra the hyperfine splitting 
of the two odd isotopes was considered first. The 
relative position of a single hyperfine component 
with respect to the center of gravity was described by 
the two parameters A and B for the nuclear magnetic 

Table 1. Ba I two-photon resonances investigated in this work 
and their observed experimental linewidths. For the designation 
of the upper levels see text 

Upper level Laser Exp. 
energy wavelength linewidth 
[cm- 1] [-~] (FWHM) 

[MHz] 

Transition 

34,493.898 5,796.520 31 (3) 
35,616.947 5,613.746 22 (2) 
34,370.984 5,817.249 19 (3) 
37,234.185 5,369.915 6 (1) 
35,344.423 5,657.032 27 (2) 
35,762.211 5,590.943 14 (2) 
37,434.956 5,341.114 12 (1) 
33,795.840 5,916.249 18 (2) 
36,200.423 5,523.263 19 (2) 

6s 21So---~6p23p 0 
--~6p 23p 2 
~ 6 s  8s 1S 0 
--,6s 9s ~S o 
--*6s 7d 1D 2 
--*6s7d3D2 
~6s8dlDz 
~ 5 d  78 1D 2 

~ 5 d  6d 3D 2 

u 

?. 

o 
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AVato r  n [ IVl H z  ] 
Fig. 2. Record of the two-photon transition 6s 21S o ~ 6p 23P o of Ba 
with line identification by isotope mass number 

dipole and electric quadrupole interaction [15]. The 
factors A and B depend on the transition and the 
isotope considered. Their ratio for different isotopes, 
however, is the same for all transitions except for 
small corrections which can be ignored within the 
accuracy of the present data. The ratio was therefore 
taken from precision r f  measurements [17]: 

A (137Ba)/A (135Ba ) = 1.119 

B (137Ba)/B (135Ba ) = 1.54. 

Using these ratios the splitting of the eight hyperfine 
components corresponding to the two odd barium 
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Fig. 3. Record  of the tw o-ph o ton  t rans i t ion  6s  2 1S 0--r 5d 6d 3D 2 of 
Ba with line identif icat ion by isotope mass  n u m b e r  

Table 2. Hyperf ine  spli t t ing factors of the J'= 2 states for ~37Ba. 

Level  A(137Ba) [MHz~  B(137Ba) [ M H z ]  

6p 2 3P 2 +333 .0  (5.0) - 2 2 . 7  (7.3) 
6s7dlD2 + 69.1 (1.0) - 3 0 . 1  (3.6) 
6s7d3D2 + 38.2 (0.6) + 4.7 (3.3) 
6s8dIDz + 41.6 (0.7) +32 .3  (3.7) 
5d7s~Dz - 1 1 5 . 2  (1.7) +41 .3  (8.2) 
5d6d3Dz + 24.6 (0.9) - 1 5 . 1  (5.8) 

isotopes can be described with only two free parame- 
ters; thus the interpretation of spectra with unre- 
solved lines was considerably facilitated. A computer 
fit yielded the two parameters A(137Ba) and B(137Ba) 
as well as the centers of gravity for the two isotopes. 

The results for the hyperfine splitting factors are 
shown in Table 2. 
In order to determine the isotope shifts, the frequency 
scale was arbitrarily set to zero at the strong line 
corresponding to 138Ba. The obtained isotope shift 
values are given in Table 3. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Lifetimes 

Direct information obtained from the measurements 
is the width of the resonance line (see Table 1). The 
observed width is a convolution of the natural line- 
width and of the experimentally induced broadening 
(laser jitter, transit-time broadening, Zeeman-broaden- 
ing in case of J ' + 0  states, etc.). The smallest width 
observed was 6 MHz so that the instrumental contri- 
bution to the width cannot be greater than 6 MHz, in 
good agreement with estimates of the experimental 
broadening effects. Since the linewidths in all other 
transitions are larger, it is concluded that they are 
mainly determined by the natural width. From the 
natural width A v the lifetime z of the excited state 
can be obtained according to z = 1/(27c. A v). The life- 
time values calculated from our data are in good 
agreement with values estimated from experimental 
transition probabilities [18]. 

4.2. Hyperfine Splittings 

The hyperfine splittings have been measured for six 
levels belonging to different configurations. Since 
BaI  has two outer electrons, the hyperfine splitting 
can theoretically be analyzed by considering the inde- 
pendent interaction of each of the two electrons with 
the nuclear moments and taking the electron-electron 
interaction via angular momentum algebra into ac- 

Table 3. M e a s u r e d  isotope shift values. The  shift is defined as v(138Ba)-v(ABa),  see e.g. [24]. A dash  indicates  an  unreso lved  
line 

Trans i t ion  138Ba [MHz~ 137Ba [ M H z ]  136Ba [ M H z ]  13SBa [ M H z ]  134Ba [ M H z ]  

6s z XSo~6p2 3P o 0 - 3 3 1 . 7  (5.0) - 199.0 (3.0) --396.1 (5.9) - 2 1 9 . 0  (9.9) 
~6p23p z 0 - 2 2 0 . 4  (4.4) --114.9 (4.1) - 2 4 3 . 5  (7.2) - 
~6sSslSo 0 --159.5 (2.4) -- 77.7 (1.4) - i 6 7 . 4  (3.2) - 64.9 (6,1) 
~6s9siSo 0 - 1 0 7 . 6  (2.0) - 35.8 (1.0) - 92.4 (2.0) - 
--+6s7dlD2 0 - 3 2 1 . 5  (4.8) - 1 8 3 . 8  (4.1) --369.1 (5.5) - 
~6s7d302 0 - 1 2 6 . 9  (1.9) - 51.0 (2.0) - 1 2 1 . 7  (1.8) - 
~6sSd~Dz 0 - 1 8 8 . 7  (2.8) - 92.9 (3.0) - 2 0 0 . 8  (3.0) - 75.9 (3.0) 
---,5d7s ID 2 0 - 3 0 6 . 4  (5.2) - 1 1 9 . 7  (2.0) - 2 8 6 . 0  (5.1) - 49.7 (2.0) 
~5d6d3Dz 0 - 3 6 5 . 3  (5.5) - 1 4 6 . 2  (2.2) - 3 4 6 . 4  (5.2) - 65.9 (3.0) 
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count. In particular, the ratios of A or B factors of 
certain levels within a configuration are independent 
of the nuclear moments and can therefore be calcu- 
lated by angular momentum algebra, the results de- 
pending on the angular momentum coupling as- 
sumed. It was found, however, that neither LS- or jj- 
coupling nor intermediate coupling reproduced the 
experimental ratios; there were strong discrepancies 
both in magnitude and sign. These discrepancies 
could not be overcome by application of a more 
elaborate theory using effective radial parameters 
[19]. This indicates that strong configuration in- 
teraction in the investigated levels is present. Con- 
siderable configuration interaction can also be de- 
duced from the experimental fine structure intervals, 
from multichannel quantum-defect analysis of experi- 
mental data [2] as well as from theoretical calcu- 
lations [-e.g. 20, 21]. 

Table 4. Change of total electron density at the nucleus for two- 
photon transitions i. Values are normalized to the electron density 
change in the 6s 2 ~So~6S 6p ~P~ one-photon transition j, whose 
data have been taken from [5] 

Transition i 
AlgJ(O)l~ 

6s21So~6s6p lP~ 1 
~ 6 p  2 3P o 1.538 (30) 
~ 6 f  aP 2 1.082 (32) 
--,6s 8s 1S 0 0.796 (15) 
--,6s 9s 1S 0 0.594 (13) 
-~6s7d 1D 2 1.525 (35) 
-~6s 7d 3D 2 0.673 (14) 
~6s8d 1D 2 0.942 (14) 
~5d7s  1D z 1.626 (20) 
~ 5 d  6d 3D 2 1.936 (23) 

4.3. Isotope Shifts 

The isotope shift Av AA" between two isotopes with 
mass numbers A and A' in a spectral line i results 
from two effects: Firstly from the change of nuclear 
mass (mass shift) and secondly from the change of 
size and shape of the nuclear charge distribution 
(field shift). The isotope shift is the sum of both effects 
[ 11, 22] : 

A r m h  
AvAA'=MI AA' ~-Fi'b(r2)AA" (1) 

where M i and F i are electronic factors which are char- 
acteristic for the transition and 6(r 2) takes into ac- 
count the size and shape of different nuclei. The mass 
effect again is the sum of two contributions; one is 
the so-called normal mass shift which is easily calcu- 
lated to be v i . ( m e / m p ) . ( A ' - A ) / A A ' ,  where v i is the 
optical transition frequency and me/m p is the elec- 
tron-to-proton mass ratio. The second contribution is 
called specific mass shift which in most cases is not 
easily determined. 
Equation (1) can be rewritten introducing the so- 
called modified isotope shift (AA' [11]: 

AA' AA' vCA' . 
~i :=A A ' - A  

AA' 
= M i - t - F i . ~ S ~ A  6(r2)AA'. (2) 

The consistency of isotope shift measurements with 
ansatz (1) can be checked by comparing the modified 
isotope shifts for two different transitions i and j; it 
follows from (2) that 

( :;A,=  -Mjg (31 

i.e. there should be a linear relationship between (i 
and (j. The modified isotope shifts for different iso- 
tope pairs A, A' should lie on a straight line with 
slope F]Fj and intercept M i -  M j F i / F  j in a King plot 
[23]. 
We have determined the best fitting straight lines 
through our data points. Furthermore we included 
isotope shift data for the Ba resonance transition 
6S 2 1S o ~ 6s 6p 1P1~ as given in [5] and [6]. The ex- 
perimental data of both works fairly agree; in our 
calculations the data from [5] were used because 
their quoted errors are smaller. From all fits it was 
found that the straight King lines well describe the 
experimental data points within the experimental er- 
rors. The slope FJFj of a line is a purely electronic 
quantity, where F is proportional to A I ~(0)] 2, the 
change of the total electron density at the nucleus. 
Therefore from the experimental Fi/F j values the ra- 
tios A] 7~(0)I2/AI ~(0)lff can be determined. In order 
to compare the results, for j the fixed single photon 
transition 6s 2 1So--,6s6plP ~ was chosen; the results 
are given in Table 4. As can be seen, A IT~(0)I 2 varies 
considerably; since the lower state is the same for all 
transitions the variation is due to a change of I ~'(0)12 
of the upper states. Particularly the electron density 
at the nucleus is not constant within different levels 
of a term that nominally belong to the same configu- 
ration, e.g. 6p 2 3P 0 and 3P 2. This indicates strong 
second order mixing effects in the upper states. 
From the intercept values of the fitted straight lines a 
relation between the mass and field effects is ob- 
tained. In order to separate both effects additional 
information is required. It is known that in 
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Table 5. Separated mass- and field-shift data. The data for the 6s z 1So~6S6 p 1P1~ transition have been taken from [5] 

Transition Specific mass shift for A A = 1 Field shift 

absolute as fraction of Av 137'138 A v  136'138 A v  135'13s zJv 134'138 

[MHz]  normal mass shift [MHz] [MHz] [MHz] [MHz] 

6sZlSo--+6s6plP~ 1 0 (8) '0.0 (5) -231  (8) - 1 6 0  (16) - 3 0 8  (24) - 2 0 7  (32) 
~ 6 p 2 3 p  o - 5 (12) - 0 . 2  (4) - 3 5 5  (12) - 2 4 7  (25) - 4 7 4  (37) -318  (50) 
~6p23P 2 - 1 (9) 0.0 (3) - 2 5 0  (9) -173  (18) - 3 3 4  (28) - 
~6s8slSo - 5 (6). - 0 . 2  (2) - 1 8 4  (6) -128  (13) - 2 4 6  (19) - 1 6 5  (26) 
~6s9saSo - 3 (5) -0 .1  (1) - 1 3 7  (5) - 95 (10) - 1 8 3  (15) - 
~6s7dID2 + 1 (12) 0.0 (4) - 3 5 2  (12) - 2 4 5  (25) - 4 7 0  (38) - 
~6s7d3D2 - 3 (5) --0.1 (2) - 1 5 5  (5) - 1 0 8  (11) --207 (17) - 
--+6s8dlD2 - 3 (7) -0 .1  (2) - 2 1 7  (7) -151  (15) -291  (23) - 1 9 5  (30) 
~5dTs~D2 +41 (13) +1.4 (4) - 3 7 5  (13) -261  (26) - 5 0 2  (39) - 3 3 6  (52) 
-~5d6d3D2 +51 (15) +1.6 (5) - 4 4 6  (15) - 3 1 0  (31) - 5 9 7  (46) - 4 0 0  (62) 

n s  2---> n s n p  transitions the specific mass effect can be 
estimated to be 0_+0.5 times the normal mass effect 
[11]; this yields a total mass effect for the transition 
6s 2 1S o ~ 6s 6p aPl~ of (15.6 _+7.8) MHz. A critical dis- 
cussion of the mass effect in this line can be found in 
[6]. Using the number given the mass effect as well as 
the field effect in the two-photon transitions have 
been determined. From the mass shift values obtained 
the normal mass shift (29 to 32 M H z  depending on the 
transition) has been subtracted leading to the specific 
mass shift values. The results are given in Table 5. It 
can be seen that the specific mass shift is almost zero 

in most transitions, but it is significantly different 
from zero in transitions to final states with one 5d 
electron. A different approach to separate mass and 
field effects is the application of the bunching method 
[24]. It was found that this method gives the same 
separation into both effects within the uncertainty 
caused by the errors of the experimental data [25]. 
The King plot is a form of the ansatz (1) with the 
nuclear parameters eliminated. The electronic param- 
eters also can be eliminated. There are several ways 
to do so and we have chosen the following com- 
binations: 

Transi t ion 

6s 2 1S 0 ~ 6 p  2 3P 0 

6 p2 3P2 

6s8s  1So 

6s 9s 1S 0 

6sTd 1D2 

6sTd 3D 2 

6s8d 1D 2 

5d 7s 1D 2 

5d6d 3D 2 

a v e r a g e  v a l u e  f r o m  
d a t a  of t h i s  w o r k  

v a l u e  calculated 
f r o m  d a t a  o f  [ 5 ]  

1/ 
I I 

-1.45 -1.40 

i i 

i �9 

i i 

X 

I 

- 1.115 -1.10 

i �9 

i 

�9 i 

Fig. 4. Nuclear parameters t / and  ~c (as defined by equations (4) and (5)) calculated from different electronic transitions 
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  36,137_  3%138 
~i  : ~" ~ 1 3 5 ,  136  __ ~ 1 3 6 ,  137  

i (4) 
137 136 .3( r2)  136' 137 _ 138 .6( r2)  137' 138 

136 135.c~(r2) 135'13~ 137.~(r2~ 136'137 

~134,13s_~.13s,136 

~ci"- ~135,136 _ ~.136,137 
' ( 5 )  

135 134-~(r2)  134'135 - 136 .6( r2)  13s'136 

= 136" 135- 6 ( r2 )  135,136_ 137 .6( r2)  136' 13~" 

The quantities t h and ~cz were evaluated for all mea- 
sured two-photon transitions i, as well as for the Ba I 
resonance line with the data given in [5]. The results 
are graphically presented in Fig. 4. Good  agreement 
is found within the experimental errors, i.e. the nucle- 
ar parameters are independent of the electronic tran- 
sition in which they are measured. For their weighted 
average we find t/= -1 .423 (10) and ~c= -1 .123 (13). 
An extraction of 6 ( r  2) values from the data requires 
electronic information, e.g. A]~(0)] 2 must be known 
for the transitions investigated. Such information, 
however, is not available at present. 
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